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From the Desk of Editor-in-Chief 
   
 

Greetings from all of us @ The Editorial Team to our readers. 

 

This month’s issue of your eMagazine covers an assortment of topics 

for your reading pleasure, as well as reflection.  

 

The Hon’ble Supreme Court of India has been drawing both attention 

and reaction of the public on account of its several landmark decisions. 

This month’s editorial examines and reflects on the impact of some of 

its sensitive rulings. 

 

The #MeToo Movement has created not just public sensitisation over 

the universal and centuries-old issue of sexual exploitation, but also 

stirred controversy over its misuse. Our cover story discusses this 

issue. 

 

PreSense, along with Sansad Ratna Awards organised a unique one-day workshop for the 

benefit of young and budding politicians, on the various aspects of public life and service, 

relevant in their pursuit of their political career. We bring a report. 

 

As we move ahead by leaps and bounds in technological advancement, with the electronic 

medium replacing the physical mode of communication, we have examined the survival of 

the humble newspaper that reaches the Indian doorstep. Do read about the refreshing 

insight.  

 

And then, take off on a trip to our Sun! Large and round and fiery, the Sun is a powerful 

entity that looks and feels dangerous. Yet, it is the life-giving and life-sustaining 

powerhouse. Get familiar with our Sun in the article about it in this issue. 

 

Our cartoon mascot, Prince continues to amuse us with his unrelenting satire. Be 

entertained! 

 

And last but not the least, we are pleased to welcome Sukruti Narayanan back to our 

Editorial Team, after her sabbatical.  

  

I hope you will enjoy this edition. Please share your feedback with us at 

editor@corpezine.com.  Your feedback is important to us. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Please download in PDF format from the link below, 
the third edition of the Digest titled PreSense130,  

containing select articles from 130 issues of the ezine PreSense.  
http://www.prpoint.com/ezine/presense130  
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Editorial 
 

Why is the Judiciary Under Criticism? 
 

Some recent judgements delivered by the Hon'ble Supreme Court of India has attracted 

unprecedented debates, not witnessed in the 

past. The social media is flooded with 'memes', 

teasing the judgements. 

 

As per the 'Doctrine of Separation of Powers', 

the Legislature, the Executive and the Judiciary 

should maintain checks and balances, without 

overstepping into others’ jurisdiction.  People 

impose their faith on the judicial system as the 

saviour of last resort, when the other pillars of 

democracy fail to redress.  That is the reason 

that people the world over, expect the judiciary 

to be beyond criticism. 

 

A month ago, some judgements on nationally sensitive and important issues, were delivered 

by the Supreme Court.  In the last decades, it was only the mainline media that used to 

comment or review the judgements of the courts, that too with restraint.  With the 

emergence of the social media, people are posting their reactions and comments about the 

judicial system and some of its rulings.  This has increased the responsibility and prudence 

of the judicial system. 

 

The recent judgement scrapping Indian Penal Code (IPC) Section 377, decriminalising 

homosexuality, though justifiable in the eyes of law, has attracted immense criticism in the 

public domain.  Another important judgement scrapping IPC 497 has led to a peculiar 

situation, where if a married man has an illicit relationship with a married woman, it is legal, 

whereas if he marries her, it becomes illegal.   

 

The recent Sabarimala Judgement scrapping the centuries-old religious practice of 

disallowing women inside the temple, has attracted protests in many parts of the country, 

particularly in the South.  Similarly, the judgement restricting the window for bursting 

crackers for festivity to two hours, between 8 pm and 10 pm on Diwali festival day, has 

created confusion and dissent.  In the South, Diwali is celebrated in the early hours of the 

morning from 4 am.  It would be difficult for the police authorities to take action against the 

'offenders', in the light of the revised judgement.  Questions are being asked whether the 

judiciary can and should interfere about the methods of celebration of religious festivals. 

 

In the case of the scrapping of IPC 377, the Supreme Court might have delivered the 

judgement to protect the rights of LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender).  A majority 

of the public seems to feel that the Supreme Court is being influenced by media hype and 

the sensation aroused by a handful of activists promoting views and ideas from the western 

world.   
 

People are also questioning the wisdom of the judges who deliver a series of judgements 

just before their retirement on superannuation, though they were pending for a long time.  

This appears to be the case with all the judges in India.  Some senior advocates explain that 

it is due to the long pendency of litigations, and the fact that the judge who has once heard 
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and reserved the judgement, has to deliver the judgement.  If it is not delivered, it leads to 

further dislocation. Therefore, long pendency of litigations seems to be the cause of the 

last-minute rush to clear cases. 

 

In the case of retiring bank chairmen, powers for taking important decisions which have far-

reaching consequences, are withdrawn from them three months before their retirement.  A 

similar model can be considered for adoption by the courts in India. Judges could thus be 

prevented from delivering judgements which have far-reaching consequences, on the eve of 

their retirement. They should not be pressurised to prepare the judgements in the last leg 

of their term, to be delivered just before retirement.  

 

Although the Supreme Court has clear 

guidelines about allocation of cases, it is 

understood that due to various reasons like long 

pendency of cases, and shortage of judges, 

such guidelines are not being implemented 

effectively.  Recent media reports indicate that 

the new Chief Justice of India is viewing the 

issue of long pendency seriously and is taking 

steps to reduce last minute rush.  He has advised all the judges across the country to avoid 

taking leave or availing the Leave Travel Concession (LTC) facility, or attending seminars 

during the working days, so that they can tackle the long list of pendency of cases in the 

courts. 

  

It is strongly felt that courts should stay away from sensitive issues such as religious 

practices.  In the case of Jallikattu (a bull-taming sports festival in Tamil Nadu), the 

Supreme Court faced a similar problem when it banned the sport, going against popular 

sentiments. Such judgements create law and order issues. The Supreme Court has the 

responsibility to ensure that the law and order situation is not threatened by their own 

judgements, and not expect just the State Government to ensure law and order in the 

fallout of the judgements.   

 

Sabarimala is a cult by itself.  The Supreme Court judgement has stirred an hornets’ nest 

with political and communal ramifications. Many people in South India feel that the 

Supreme Court should not have intervened in the matter of the centuries old religious 

practice, when many other more important and critical cases are pending for judgements. It 

was strongly opined that people who are familiar with the local socio-religious practices in 

Kerala, should have been consulted.  This would have helped in avoiding the unwanted 

debate and apprehension in the minds of the public about the sensitive matter, leading to 

outburst of criticisms in the social media. 

 

There is a feeling among the public that there should be ‘judicial restraint’ and not ‘judicial 

over reach’ under the guise of public interest litigation.  Courts should examine the locus 

standi of the person or the association filing the litigation, especially if it has emotional and 

sentimental overtones.  In this case of Sabarimala, the case was filed by an association of 

people, neither associated with nor devotees of the Sabarimala temple.   

 

The temple is meant for worship by believers and those having faith in the deity.  It cannot 

be treated as a tourist spot.  All over India, every temple has its own worshipping methods 

and practices.  Courts should refrain from admitting and passing judgements on cases 

involving traditional ‘religious faith’, whether such practices are legal or not.   

 

by K. Srinivasan, Publisher and Mg. Editor 

There is a feeling among the 
public that there should be 
‘judicial restraint’ and not 

‘judicial over reach’ under the 

guise of public interest litigation 
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Cover Story 
 

The #MeToo Controversy - #True and #Untrue 
 

Sex has been and still is a social 

taboo in many countries including 

India so that people prefer not to talk 

about it. Unfortunately, this has 

created a sad state where most 

teenage girls and boys do not 

understand the true essence of the 

‘facts of life’, and to differentiate 

between a good physical touch and a 

bad physical touch.  Against this 

backdrop, people, especially girls and 

women have been exploited through 

sexual harassment and humiliation. 

And the victims do not confide or talk 

about it, letting the offenders escape 

without punishment for their offence. 

The victims feel guilty about the 

experience and even responsible for 

the incident, since there usually is 

social taboo and bias against them. 

 

A survey by UNICEF (United Nations 

International Children’s Emergency Fund) covering several countries and published in 

November 2017, states that around 15 million adolescent girls worldwide aged between 15 

and 19 years, have experienced forced sex during their lifetime. Boys are equally at risk as 

victims, although a global estimate is unavailable.   

 

 

What is Sexual Harassment? 

 

Section 354 of the Indian Penal Code (IPC) defines sexual harassment as when a man 

commits physical contact and advances involving unwelcome and explicit sexual overtures, 

demands or requests sexual favours, shows pornography against the will of a woman, or 

makes sexually coloured remarks. Section 354 also covers related offensive acts of sexual 

nature such as voyeurism (watching or taking pictures of the woman without her consent) 

and stalking (tracking a woman to develop a relationship without her consent). They are all 

punishable under the law.  

 

A Twist in the Tale 

In the recent past, some women victims were emboldened to disclose their experiences as 

victims of sexual exploitation, and about their perpetrators. They became aware of the 

power of expression through the platform of the social media, while seeking solidarity from 

their fellow victims.  

Skeletons from the cupboard of hitherto undisclosed sexual exploitation and harassment 

started pouring out when in October 2017, two Hollywood actors accused a famous 

American film producer and tycoon of the celluloid industry, Harvey Weinstein, of sexual 
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harassment. This move instigated his other victims to come forward with their own stories 

against him. After several court trials, Weinstein was found guilty and imprisoned for his 

crimes. 

This much-publicised initiative gave boldness and hope to many victims across the world to 

voice their pain, and challenge the shame and blame game played by society.  It also stirred 

up a fear of exposure and penalty among the offenders, since a person of the stature of 

Harvey Weinstein himself was imprisoned. Women, especially from the entertainment 

industry across the globe began to speak up. 

The Role of the Social Media 

The quick and easy access to information 

regarding the related global protests and 

struggles through the social media, has 

encouraged social groups to protest against 

sexual harassment through blogs and with 

the use of hashtags.  The ‘#MeToo’ 

movement, started by American civil rights 

activist, Tarana Burke in 2016, was 

popularised by American singer Alyssa 

Milano in 2017.  It gained global attention 

after Milano’s tweet dated October 16th 

2017, which read, “If you’ve been sexually 

harassed or assaulted, write ‘me too’ as a 

reply to this tweet.”  In the #MeToo 

movement, similar allegations were made 

against powerful men around the world as 

women started telling about their assaults 

boldly. The impact of the scandal on the accused powerful men, belonging to various 

industries, came to be called the “Weinstein Effect”. 

 

Scenario in India 

 

The ‘#MeToo’ movement gained attention in India in late September 2018 after actress 

Tanushree  Dutta accused actor Nana Patekar of inappropriate behaviour on the sets of the 

film they were shooting, way back in 2008. Her complaint against him then, was not taken 

seriously, and she was even attacked because she complained. She quit the industry and 

chose to settle in another country. Almost a decade later, on seeing the eruption of the 

movement in USA, she took the bold step to publicise her personal experience of 

harassment with Patekar.  This time, she was not alone and many women from the film 

industry followed suit. 

 

In South India, singer Chinmayi Sripaada accused the Padma Bhushan recipient and 

renowned lyricist Dr Vairamuthu, of sexually harassing her. There has since been insults 

and challenges thrown by the society both on her and the accused.  M J Akbar, a minister 

with the Government of India had to resign as a fallout of the allegation made by a 

journalist, accusing him of inappropriate behaviour during the latter’s journalism days. The 

Music Academy at Chennai, a renowned institution has now banned 7 artistes from 

performance during the Music Season for reasons of similar accusations by women.  

 

The newfound boldness by these Indian women has encouraged many more to open up 

about their personal harassment stories. It has taken over a decade for some people to 

understand that sexual harassment or even subtle unwelcome advances is a crime. The lop-
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sided shame game played by the society against the victims is changing as people are 

shocked to know about their own family members being victimised. Many painful truths 

have since been exposed, even 30 years after the occurrence of the incident. 

 

Unlike the ‘#MeToo’ movement in USA where the allegations were published by reputed 

news media like ‘New York Times’ and ‘New Yorker’, in India the allegations are posted 

mainly in the social media. Regional media channels have started debating this issue.  In 

the first fortnight of October 2018, there were over two and a half million hashtag 

‘mentions’ of ‘#MeToo’ from over the globe. India has been the most vocal about the 

‘#MeToo’ movement in the world, accounting for nearly 25 percent of these mentions. 

 

While the attitude of such men and the society is yet to change completely for the better, 

the ‘#MeToo’ movement is cautioning men to think twice about their advances with women.  

 

Men at Risk? 

While the law in India provides for sufficient safeguard for women, men who are also 

susceptible as victims to sexual exploitations, especially in the entertainment industry, are 

not safeguarded by the law that safeguards women, leading to the question, “do men 

deserve less?” 

 

Some women have exploited this 

#MeToo movement and falsely accused 

men of harassment, to take revenge 

and ruin the reputation for personal 

vengeance. There have also been 

instances where women have 

misunderstood the men’s comments 

and behaviour which were not intended 

to sexually offend. There have also 

been instances where women have 

agreed for sexual favours for personal 

gain, and then they play the victim-

card. Women have accused men of inappropriate behaviour during their teenage days when 

the men were minors and ill-informed, and might even barely remember the incident out of 

ignorance.  

 

Under the law, even criminals are considered innocent till they are found guilty.  In the case 

of persons accused under #MeToo, the accused persons are treated as guilty persons till 

they prove their innocence.  By the time they prove their innocence, the accused person 

loses his reputation, his image and his credibility.   

 

Can We Restrain Sexual Harassment? 

 

The existing law has stringent provisions for enforcement to help women in distress from 

sexual harassment. In India, the ‘Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace Prevention, 

Prohibition and Redressal Act 2013’ stipulates the setting up of a committee, and a nodal 

officer, at every office.  

 

However, the best way for a positive change in the attitude and approach of men and 

women in the society is by educating, informing and grooming children and youngsters from 

an early age, both at home and at the school level, about life-values and to be responsible 

youngsters and citizens. It should be the equal responsibility of parents, teachers and the 

While the #MeToo movement has 
created a much needed awareness in 
the society, fake #MeToo propaganda 

for personal gain, threatens to 
discredit the movement itself. The 

society needs to be discreet about the 
claims and allegations being 

circulated. 
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society to practise and teach respect for the other 

gender, and influence their children to be 

compassionate and sensitive global citizens. It is also 

important to teach that ‘No’ to improper advances 

means a definite ‘No’ that must be respected. Both 

children and adults should learn to be bold enough to 

defend against abuse, and that genuine victims are not 

the guilty ones. Guilt and shame should be felt by the 

offender. 

 

Equality does not mean superiority. Women and men 

should be complementing each other in life, rather 

than competing against each other.  Respect for one 

another is all that it takes to build a healthy 

environment and society. 

 

While the #MeToo movement has created a much needed awareness in the society, fake 

#MeToo propaganda for personal gain, threatens to discredit the movement itself. The 

society needs to be discreet about the claims and allegations being circulated. 

 

by Sukruti Narayanan, Editorial Team 

 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Shobha Warrier, a well-known columnist with 
Rediff.com, has recently authored the second book 

in the Dreamchasers series, titled 
‘Dreamchasers: Women Entrepreneurs from 

the South of the Vindhyas’.  In this book, she 
features the success stories of 14 women 
entrepreneurs.  In her earlier book, she had 

featured 28 successful entrepreneurs.   These two 
books will serve as handbook for all entrepreneurs.  

Both Kindle and print editions are available on 
Amazon.  
 

 
 

Sukruti Narayanan is back in our Editorial Team from 
this month.  After a stint of five years with our Editorial 

Team, she had gone on a sabbatical in January 2018 to 
do some international assignments.   

 
Sukruti is a multi-talented person.  She is the 
Ambassador and Board Member of World 

Communication Forum, Geneva. She is an active Youth 
Wing Leader, promoting the cause of labour and social 

justice in Australia.  She is also the International 
Ambassador for Sansad Ratna Awards.   She is 
currently acting in a Telugu movie. 
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Nation 
 

The Traditional Indian Newspaper Still Preferred 

Ancient Indian literature or the Hindu literature is known to have existed in two forms viz 

Smriti and Shruti forms, Smriti meaning ‘which is remembered’ and Shruti meaning ‘which 

is heard’.  The ancient Hindu scriptures, Vedas and Upanishads, are considered to be 

originally in Shruti format and canonical (sustaining, authentic about its pronunciation and 

meaning, and ordained to be recited and understood as they are presented).  In other 

words, Vedas have been ‘verbally documented’ and recited by the guru to his Shishyas 

(students), who in turn, memorise and chant them. Thus, these scriptures were passed on 

over centuries and generations. The printed formats of Vedas and other related literature 

followed much later. 

The history of printing in the 

world dates back several 

centuries, much before the 

Christian era (BCE), and 

makes interesting reading. 

Wooden block seals, pottery 

imprinting and textile 

printing were used in many 

parts of the globe, especially 

in the Asian countries.  

Palm-leaf manuscripts used 

as writing material and 

dating back to several 

centuries BCE, are still found 

in many ancient South 

Indian villages, especially in 

the southern parts of Tamil 

Nadu State, and parts of 

Nepal too. They contain 

treasures of information on 

astrology, astronomy, administration, governance, and many such social subjects, passed 

down from ancient scholars and sages.  

The First Print Medium 

Printing in its present format, is an invention of the 15th century.  As a tool for news 

propagation, it is believed that the first printed weekly newspaper called ‘Relation’, was 

published in 1605 in Antwerp in Europe, as a collection of distinguished and mostly positive 

news. The print media has had a great influence in the political administration of nations, 

sometimes even instrumental in the falling of some governments and rising of some parties, 

resulting in a paradigm shift of public perception.   

In India, especially during the Freedom Struggle, the print media and the broadcasting 

medium (viz. the radio) served as tools to convey the views of the leaders of the Freedom 

Struggle to the general public.  The two factors for the success of the print media were the 

content (to ensure readership interest) and advertisements (to ensure revenue generation).  

Increase in readership ensured increase in advertisements.  
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The Emergence of e-Newspaper 

In the digital world and electronic era today, with digital money replacing cash, commerce 

giving way to e-commerce and all the world going the ‘e-way’, it is no wonder that print 

newspapers were facing the threat of closure, with the taking over by e-newspapers and 

digital journalism. Laptops and mobiles with high speed internet connections are gradually 

replacing the conventional print media.  Today, if someone says that ‘sipping a cup of coffee 

in the morning and reading the newspaper, delivered by the newspaper boy, is the first item 

in the day’s agenda’, he would be relegated to an outdated generation.  With speedy and 

easy tools of communication to reach the ‘last mile’ (the reader), the e-newspaper is now 

accessible through an app on the reader’s mobile.  The economic viability and commercial 

feasibility is another reason why print media is on the wane.   

 

Status of the Newspaper in India 

In India, however, the situation is interestingly different.  According to an Indian Readership 

Survey (IRS) conducted by MRUC (Media Research Users Council) and RSCI (Readership 

Studies Council of India), vide its Report dated 19th January 2018, new readers of 

newspaper during 2017, have increased to more than 110 million, almost 40% rise since 

the last IRS of 2014.  The increase is said to be mostly in the rural and urban areas, thanks 

to increase in literacy in these sectors. Advertisements in newspapers too are on the rise.  

The report adds that only 4% readers prefer reading news online.  Interestingly, FICCI (The 

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry) has projected a growth rate of 

around 8% for the print media in India for the next two decades.   

It is a welcome trend that books and book fairs 

continue to draw large crowds in most parts in India. 

Books are still considered elegant gifts.  As a matter 

of principle, your eMagazine, PreSense and its 

associated entities are proud to present only books 

as compliments to its dignitaries and guests at all 

their events, as against the customary shawl, 

bouquet or other mementos.   

Therefore, digital news portals are not yet a threat to 

the print media in India, Currently, e-newspaper is 

complementary to the print media, with better visual 

effects in the form of high-resolution images and 

video supplements.  

For a discerning and conservative readership that India prides itself of, the printed 

newspaper is still not passé and is still sought after, for its credibility and reading pleasure, 

even though it is at the cost of speed and instant news….somewhat like experiencing 

homemade food with its emotional satiety, as against fast food, as a convenient alternative 
in our lifestyle on the fast track! 

by V.Rajendan, Editor 
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Astronomy 
 

Our Very Own and Wonderful Sun 

 

Whenever I look at the stars in the night sky or the Sun in the day sky, I realise how lucky 

we are to live on this planet and how insignificant we are in the realms of our solar system.  

When I walk on the street or see a tree, a pond, a river or a mountain, I realise the wonder 

and preciousness of our Earth, and how our Sun enabled all these wonders to exist. It is 

therefore no surprise why the Sun adorns a prominent place in the spiritual, religious, 

cultural and daily lives of all of us. Let us therefore get to know our life-giver and supporter, 

our very own Sun, better. 

 

 

Birth of the Sun 

 

Isolated hydrogen atoms in the free space of the galaxy, separated by distances of a few 

million kilometres (km), attract each other and over a prolonged period of time, start to 

form a lump. This lump attracts more hydrogen atoms from the space and grows bigger. 

This process continues over a few hundred million years until the mass of the lump becomes 
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incredibly big.  The lump then starts shrinking inward in what is called a gravitational 

collapse. In this gravitational collapse which is a compression, heat is generated, leading to 

expansion. At one point, the shrinking due to gravitational collapse and the expansion due 

to the heat of compression, will balance each other. Now, we say a star of main sequence is 

born. This is how our Sun was born. 

 

Interesting Facts about the Sun 

 

When our Sun was born like this 4.6 billion years ago, a violent nuclear fusion reaction 

started at its core. It is energising our Sun even today. Our Sun has about 99.8 % of the 

mass of our solar system. If your weight is 100 kg on Earth, you will weigh 2800 kg on the 

surface of our Sun! The diameter of the Sun is such that we can place about 1 million Earths 
inside it!  Its core temperature is about 16 million 

  C and its surface temperature is about 

5500   C. Since it is an unsafeguarded nuclear reactor, all radioactive elements from helium 

to iron, are thrown out of the Sun, in all directions, on a 24x7x365 basis. We call these 

emissions solar winds and solar flares. The solar wind is a stream of energised, charged 

particles, primarily electrons and protons, flowing outward from the Sun, through the solar 
system at speeds as high as 900 km/s and at a temperature of about 1 million   C. 

 

 
 

In addition to this, there are Coronal Mass Ejections (CME) in which the Sun, on an average, 

throws out fine radioactive particles of about 5 million kilogrammes every second with an 

average speed of 489 km/s. 

 

So, the beautiful Sun that we see every day, is really a dangerously and violent nuclear 

reactor of diameter about 1.5 million km. Light takes about 8 minutes to travel from the 

Sun to Earth. It is interesting that the same light would have taken about a million years to 

travel from the core to the surface of the Sun. How strange is this Sun? 

 

How Old is Our Sun and How Will it Die? 

 

Our Sun is now a middle-aged star. It has enough hydrogen to sustain the nuclear fusion for 

another 5 billion years approximately.  When its hydrogen content at the core is insufficient 

for the nuclear synthesis of helium, its effective life is over. It will then start expanding. The 

expansion will go even beyond Pluto, engulfing all the planets, including our mother Earth. 
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All life forms on Earth would be extinguished well before the expansion itself. When the sun 

expands like this, it will look red and huge and hence, it will be called a “red giant”. When it 

becomes a red giant, at one point, it will shake itself violently shedding much of its own 

mass and in the process, it will become a very small white dwarf. 

 

How Safe are We on Earth, from the Sun? 

 

Earth’s closest distance to the Sun is 147 million km and its farthest distance from the Sun 

is 152 million km. Had Earth been at a distance 10% closer than the present closest 
distance, then the noon temperature on Earth would be around 400 

  C and life would not 

have been possible on Earth. On the other hand, had Earth been at a distance 10% farther 

away from the present farthest distance, then Earth’s night temperature would have been 
around -200 

  C and again, life would not have been possible on Earth.   

 

The ionised particles 

thrown out by the 

Sun in the direction 

of Earth being in 

millions, all life 

forms on Earth 

would have been 

wiped out several 

million years ago 

itself. But life on 

Earth has survived 

due to the magnetic 

field of Earth. All the 

ionising particles 

coming from the 

Sun and the cosmos 

are deflected by 

Earth’s magnetic 

field to land near 

the poles making 

other areas of Earth safe for life. This is evident from the picture released by the University 

of Waikato.  

 

Conclusion 

 

Our Earth is going around our central star – the Sun, which is a very violent un-safeguarded 

nuclear reactor. Fortunately, Earth’s magnetic field saves us from the Sun’s ionising 

radiations. Similarly, the distance of Earth from the Sun is so framed up in nature that life 

can sustain itself on Earth. When nature has very delicately permitted and sustained life on 

this planet, must we pollute and degrade it?  We must strive to live in peace, ignoring our 

differences of opinions, so that all of all us can appreciate the concept of life in this solar 

system and enjoy the life that we are blessed with. 

 

by Prof. R.Jagannathan, Editorial Advisor 
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Politics 
 

Workshop for Next Gen Political Leaders 

 
 

A unique workshop titled “Next Gen Political Leaders: Emerging Challenges and 

Opportunities” was organised by your eMagazine PreSense, and the Sansad Ratna Awards 

Committee on 20th October 2018 at the Madras Management Association premises, Chennai.  

The workshop was supported by Prime Point Foundation and Digital Journalists’ Association 

of India (DiJAI).  Forty young political leaders from various political parties of different 

ideologies participated in the full-day workshop.  The Sansad Ratna Awards and DiJAI are 

initiatives of PreSense. 

 

The following were the speakers with their respective topics at the Workshop: 

 

Speaker Topic 

Dr. Sudarshan Padmanabhan, Associate 

Professor, IIT Madras 

An Overview of Emerging Political 

Situation Globally and the Opportunities 

for Youth. 

Shri Srinivasa Prabhu, Senior Official of 

the Lok Sabha Secretariat 

 

The Indian Constitution and 

Parliamentary Procedures. 

 

Shri Sathyamoorthy, IA&AS (Retired), 

Former Deputy Comptroller and Auditor 

General of India and Chairman, Audit 

Board 

 

Constitutional and Social Accountability. 
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Shri Naresh Gupta IAS (Retired), Former 

Chief Electoral Officer, Tamil Nadu 

 

Electoral System in India. 

Dr S Ayyar IAS (Retired), Local Bodies 

Ombudsman Tamil Nadu, and Former 

State Election Commissioner 

The Role of Local Bodies in Democracy 

and the Guidelines. 

Shri Seshu Karthik, Digital Media and 

Technology Expert 

Use of Social Media in Electoral Politics 

Shri T K Rangarajan, Member of 

Parliament (MP), Rajya Sabha and          

Dr Anbumani Ramadoss, MP, Lok Sabha 

An Interactive Session 

Group Captain Vijayakumar, Executive 

Director, Madras Management Association 

Valedictory Address 

 

The participants made use of this unique opportunity to gain knowledge.  Shri T K 

Rangarajan MP and Dr Anbumani Ramadoss MP presented the participation certificates to 

the delegate participants.   

 

 
Next Gen political leaders with Shri T K Rangarajan MP (Rajya Sabha) and  

Dr Anbumani Ramadoss MP (Lok Sabha) 
 

The Sansad Ratna Team which organised the workshop, was headed by Bhawanesh Kumar 

Deora, Ramesh Sethuraman, Ravi Senthil Kumar and Rajaji.  Sridhar Raj of Tamil Manila 

Congress (TMC) coordinated the workshop.   

 

The Sansad Ratna Team plans to conduct similar workshops to train next generation 

leaders. 

 

by K.Srinivasan, Publisher & Managing Editor 
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